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Their exclamation this time was not fear and anger, but surprise and
happiness. Many people were shouting “miracles” and “miracles”.
Because Lin Ziming has lived in the tribe for a while, he has now learned a
lot of local dialects, and he can even communicate normally.
His learning ability is far beyond ordinary people, so after seeing Dilidal, he
was surprised by Lin Ziming, saying that Lin Ziming is a genius, and he can
learn their language in such a fast time.
Hearing their exclaims, Lin Ziming was also surprised. What exactly was
the’miraculous’ they shouted?
After Dilidal heard it, she was also taken aback for a while, and then said in
surprise: “The family must have found the baby again, Lin Ziming, let’s go
and see.”
After finishing speaking, she didn’t give Lin Ziming a chance to refuse, she
directly took Lin Ziming’s hand and ran out.
Lin Ziming was helpless, but his hand was tightly held by Dilidal. He was
not able to struggle, so he had to let Dilidal hold him and leave.
In fact, he was also a little curious about what the miracle was shouting in
the tribe.
He has a little thought in his heart, will it be…
Soon, he followed Dilidal to the tribe, and many people were cheering
around and dancing their local celebration dance.
People in the tribe found Lin Ziming and they all showed respect. Many
people also saluted Lin Ziming and expressed their respect for Lin Ziming.
Then someone gave Lin Ziming a place and signaled Lin Ziming to see the
so-called miracle.
Lin Ziming was able to understand them, and some people suggested to
dedicate the’miracles’ to him.
Soon, Lin Ziming passed by and saw what they called the’miracle’.
At this sight, Lin Ziming’s heartbeat speeded up immediately, and his eyes
couldn’t be moved for a while, because he discovered that the’miracle’ they
were talking about was the fruit he was looking for!
Moreover, there are still a lot of them, there are three!
I saw that these three fruits were actually suspended in the air. Without any
support, they could be suspended in the air, but they would not move, and
they would be placed there quietly!
These three fruits, at a glance, knew that they were extraordinary things.
From their bodies, Lin Ziming could clearly feel the huge energy contained
in them.
This is the first time Lin Ziming has seen fruit. Before that, he had only
heard Huangpu Dao and His Royal Highness describe it. But even so, he can
be sure that the three fruits in front of him are what he is looking for. s
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things!
Even at this moment, there was a crazy greed in his heart, and he even had
the idea of   taking it!
When this thought came out, he was also taken aback.
Because in his heart, he has a voice, that is to get these three fruits
desperately.
This voice appeared in his heart, but it seemed to have induced him from
these three fruits.
He has a kind of directness. If he swallows these three fruits, the huge
energy, he can directly break through to the realm of the gods and become
the rare land immortal in the world.
However, no matter how fanatical this idea was, he still resisted it.
Because these three fruits were not discovered by him, but by other people
in the tribe, they did not belong to him.
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